FLAMMABLE GAZ SAFETY OFFICERS COMMITTEE (FGSOC)

MISSION AND SCOPE OF WORK

GENERAL SAFETY INSTRUCTION GSI-SO-11 SPECIALISED SAFETY OFFICERS COMMITTEES (SSOC)

Each SSOC shall, in its specific field of expertise, support the Department Heads and the Technical Coordinators concerned, via the Departmental Safety Officers Committee (DSOC), in ensuring overall consistency with a view to the implementation by the Departments and the Large Experiments of the CERN Safety Policy, the CERN Safety Rules, the CERN Safety Objectives and best practices, as well as continuous improvement of Safety based on lessons learnt. Each SSOC shall in particular:

· exchange information on the implementation by the Departments, including Experiments hosted by them, and the Large Experiments of the CERN Safety Policy, the CERN Safety Rules, the CERN Safety Objectives and best practices, including lessons learnt;

· identify issues regarding the implementation of the CERN Safety Policy, the CERN Safety Rules, the CERN Safety Objectives and best practices and propose appropriate measures or actions;

· propose improvements to the CERN Safety Policy, the CERN Safety Rules, the CERN Safety Objectives and best practices based on lessons learnt.